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Large and small strings

Small light strings: F-strings

Small heavy strings: D-strings

Big heavy strings: Cosmic strings
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Small light strings

The foundation of (super)string theory:

Elementary particles are strings, not points

What is an elementary particle?

(Sometimes called F(undamental)-string)
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Why?

Why not?
We can’t observe
elementary particles in
enough detail to see
what shape they
have. . .
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Why?

Mathematical problems with
quantum physics:

Gravtity not consistent with
renormalization
Thus, there is no theory
describing all four
fundamental forces of nature
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Why?

Observational problems:
Galaxies seem to rotate too fast

Observation of the CMB suggests a mysterious
vacuum energy filling empty space
Normally solved by introducing “dark
matter/energy”, but what is it?
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String theory

Two kinds of strings: open and closed

Open strings give ut the Standard Model of particle physics
(matter + electromagnetic + nuclear forces)

Closed strings are gravitons – carriers of gravitation.
String theory contains both gravity and Standard Model
forces – it’s the (so far) only

Theory of everything!
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Extra dimensions

Quantum field theory and supersymmetry restricts the
theory mathematically

Space must have exactly 9 dimensions!

(Including time, we get 9 + 1 = 10 dimensions all together.)
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Extra dimensions

The extra dimensions are “curled up”, possibly in a very
complicated way.
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D-branes and D-strings

“Discovered” (i.e., mathematically) in
the 90s

Massive objects extended in one or
more dimensions

Open strings attach to D-branes.

Closed strings move in all 9 dimen-
sions.

D-branes are essential to understanting
non-perturbative aspects of string theory.
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D-branes and D-strings

A one-dimensional D-brane is called
a D-string.

A D-string is heavier than a F-string.

Probably the D-strings (and branes)
will be curled up in the extra dimen-
sions, and look like (heavy) particles
to us.
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String theory proven?
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Spontaneous symmetry breaking

Complex scalar φ
Potential

V ∼ (|φ|2−η2)2

(η const)

Symmetry breaking:
ground state not rota-
tionally symmetric

V

φ
φ

2

1

Effective potential temperature dependent

High T: Symmetric ground state φ = 0

Symmetry breaking at critical T
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Early Universe
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Strings and mass distribution

Problem: How were the galaxies formed?

Need fluctuations of mass density to start galaxy
formation.

Gravitational effect of strings ∼ Gµ∼ 10−6 (GUT-scale
strings).

Ã Density fluctuations with δρ/ρ∼ 10−6 – might
explain early galaxy formation.

Alternative: inflation. . .
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Cosmic strings and CMB

The WMAP satellite has measured the fluctuations in the
cosmic microwave background radiation (CMB). Looks bad
for strings. . . [hep-th/0505050]
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String theory and cosmic strings

Cosmic strings may still exists

F- and D-strings from before inflation may be big now
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Brane-world models

Our universe is a D3 brane

“Large” extra dimensions: µ 7→ µ/V

“Warp factor”: µ 7→ e2Aµ

Inflation:
KLMT model

D3/D3 pairs collide

Annihilation produces D-strings
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Observations
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Lensing effect of string

α δ

s

Dls

D

δ = 8πGµ

Can compute α from Ds and Dls.
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CSL-1

“CSL-1: a chance projection effect or serendipitous
discovery of a gravitational lens induced by a cosmic
string?”

M. Sazhin et. al., Mon. Not. Roy. Astron. Soc. 343
(2003) 353 [astro-ph/0302547]
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Edges in CMB

-v

8π   µG -v

Discontinuity in redshift at string⇒ “edge”

A. S. Lo, E. L. Wright, [astro-ph/0503120], looked for
edges in WMAP data

No clear evidence of strings

Edge at CSL-1 with “2σ” significance
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The double quasar

Astron.Astrophys. 422 (2004) 477-482 [astro-ph/0406434]
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511 keV photons

The INTEGRAL satellite has observed radiation of
photons with 511 keV from the centre of the galaxy

presumed source: electron-positron annihilation

F. Ferrer, T. Vachaspati, [astro-ph/0505063]:

Superconducting cosmic strings may produce
positrons
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Summary

String theory assumes elementary particles are tiny
strings

The theory implies existence of D-branes and D-strings

Cosmic strings appear from spontaneous symmetry
breaking in early universe

Huge F- and D-strings may be created by inflation

No definitine observations (yet?), but some claims. . .

Popular references on string theory:
Brian Greene: The Elegant Universe
TV series, see: http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/elegant/

http://superstringtheory.com/
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